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ABSTRACT 

The authors present a novel e-Voting system called “Dual Vote”, which couples the strength of electronic voting with the 
traditional pen and paper user interface (UI). Through the use of pen and paper as a voting medium the system addresses 
usability problems and provides a verifi able audit trail; two i ssues which have a fflicted modern e-voting solut ions. The 
paper presents the implem entation details of the Dual Vote s ystem, which is mainly  comprised of an inductiv e sensor 
array and a cap acitive-based electron ic pen. A n evaluation is also condu cted which demonstr ates the h igh level of 
usability as well as assessing the technical competency of the Dual Vote system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a novel e-voting system called Dual Vote. In the Dual Vote system a voter’s preference is 
simultaneously recorded on both electronic and paper media. The Dual Vote syste m allows a user to e nter a 
vote using the traditional pen and paper interface. The system simultaneously records the vote electronically 
using an  inductive sensor array an d a cap acitive-based electronic pen. This novel UI ad dresses the crucial 
issues of usability and verifiability, which are now widely recognised as being deficiencies in many modern 
e-voting systems 

Usability is a co mmonly used metric for electronic-voting systems. The issue of providing an  effective 
and intuitive UI h as proved a sig nificant challenge for modern e-voting solutions. A recent study Conrad et 
al, com pared the usa bility of si x prominent e-Voting machine interfaces and ide ntified a num ber of 
weaknesses [ 7]. The problems ranged from at  best , i ncreasing t he e ffort re quired t o v ote t o at  wo rst; 
interfering with the vo ter’s ab ility to  vote as in tended. The stu dy showed that voters preferred a short and 
quick voting e xperience wi th a cl ear negative relationship betwee n effort and satis faction. The study also 
found t hat pa per ballot i nterfaces re quired t he least am ount of actions to vote when compared with othe r 
types of voting system. In addition, Byrne et al found the overall error rate for paper ballots to be 1.5% which 
was sign ificantly less th an electron ic vo ting [4 ]. Th is clearly h ighlights th e on going need  fo r improved e-
voting interfaces. 

Increasing empha sis is also placed on t he ability to fo rmally verify the results  of an electronic voting 
system For example, it is now a requirement in twen ty-seven states in the US that e-voting systems contain 
some form of paper audit trail. As another example a group called the Irish Citizens for Trustworthy e-Voting 
was formed because Ireland’s Power Vote system lacked any means of verifiability. The Power Vote system 
was officially removed from use in 2009 [14]. 

        The Dual Vote interface incorporates an Ind uctive Sen sor Array Reader (ISAR) and a cap acitive-
based electronic pen. The ISAR is a novel use of inductor technology that allows the system to determine the 
paper form location and orientation. The pen relays positional data as the user writes on the ballot paper. The 
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software layer couples the location and orientation of the ballot paper with the pen’s positional data to elicit  
the voter’s preference.  

Section 2 des cribes t he c urrent st ate-of-the-art i n el ectronic v oting s ystems. Sect ion 3 provides an 
introduction to the concept of Du al Vote and describes the implementation details o f the system. Section 4 
presents a d etailed ev aluation o f the u sability an d tech nical co mpetency o f th e Du al Vote system. Finally 
Section 5 concludes and outlines future directions of research.  

2. RELATED WORK 

Direct Rec ording Electronic (DRE) is  a  cl assification used t o describe an e -Voting m achine w hich stores 
votes electronically using various us er interfaces. Typically touch-sc reen, push-button and optical interfaces 
are most commonly used. The electronic interface presented on touch-screen and push button systems is not 
instantly familiar to th e voter an d th is can lead to usab ility issu es. In  optical scan  systems wh ere pen and  
paper may be used to vote, there are two general tasks that need to be carried out in order to vote. Firstly, the 
voter must vote by  usually punching a  hole or  shading in an a rea on the paper ballot. Secondly the ballot 
paper has to be fed into a scanning apparatus.  

Recent studies have tested the user interfaces of various models of e-Voting machine. [2, 4, 7, 8]. Conrad 
et al compared the usability of a DRE machine to traditional methods of voting [8]. The metrics used in this 
study were time to  co mplete th e ballot, nu mber of  erro rs ob served and  objective satisfactio n u sing 
questionnaires. The com parative st udy s howed t hat t he DR E pe rformed si milarly but  not  bet ter t han t he 
traditional methods. In [4] a stu dy of paper, mechanical and DRE m achines (that used an optical scanner to 
count the votes) revealed that traditional paper based voting was significantly less prone to errors than the e-
Voting machines. 

As mentioned in section 1.1, verifiability is an important requirement for e-voting with many researchers 
proposing  a p aper audit t rail for use with existing systems [5, 9, 1, 6]. The best  known method for paper 
audit trail provision was t hat developed by Rebecca Merc uri termed “Vote r Verifiable Paper Audit Trail” 
(VVPAT) [12]. A VVPAT receipt, while protected behind a transparent window, was printed by the e-Voting 
machine. Where e-Voting systems use an attached printer to generate a paper trail, the printer is controlled by 
the software an d hence vu lnerable to  exp loitation. A stud y wh ich ex amined th e practicalit ies o f usin g a  
VVPAT system attached to a voting machine revealed significant delays in processing the paper receipts as 
each receipt had to be separated from a spool of paper before counting [10]. 

In usability studies involving e-Voting interfaces, subjective usability has often been measured using the 
System Usab ility Scale (SUS) [3 ]. Th e SUS in  usage for m any years for g lobal assessm ent o f syste ms 
usability is n ot unique to e-Voting. SUS uses ten  5-point Likert scales to  produce an overall mean usability 
score. A h igher score d enotes higher p erceived u sability. Th e reason  fo r research in to u sability h as b een 
demonstrated in several studies [8, 11, 15, 16] which have shown that poor usability can lead to  a complete 
misinterpretation of t he voters i ntentions l eading t o a vote for t he wrong ca ndidate. Voter pe rception t hat 
their vote was  cast s uccessfully leads t o higher confid ence i n the  e-Voting system. Finally E verett et al  
suggest that that usability i ssues can a ffect voter turnout i f the pr ocess takes an e xcessive amount of tim e 
(efficiency). 

The au thors in proposing the ‘Dual Vote’ system and implementation have retained the trad itional pen 
and paper system of e-V oting as a m eans of recording a traditional and electronic vote without performing 
any additional tasks. From previous studies it has been demonstrated that paper has high usability and low 
error rates [4]. Our system provides for a highly useable interface and paper audit trail which is generated by 
the voter. 

3. DUAL VOTE CONCEPT 

In a Dual Vote syste m, the UI m ust be si multaneously capabl e o f c reating a n el ectronic a nd paper vote. 
Recently moves toward introducing paper audit trails to e-Voting systems have focused on the integration of 
a printer with the e-voting syste m. As outlined in Section 2, the inte rfaces of these syste ms (touch-screen, 
push button etc) is not instantly familiar to the voter. The Dual Vote system presented in this paper addresses 
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this issu e b y allowing a vo ter to cast his vote using  th e t raditional p en and p aper m ethod of voting. Th e 
majority of persons should already be familiar with casting a vote in this way. For th is reason, the proposed 
Dual Vote sy stem an d UI add ress both issu es of usability an d t ransparency. Th e primary usab ility 
requirement therefore in a Dual Vote system is: 
 

R1: The voter votes by pen and paper.  
 

The terms “pen and paper” are defined as abstract and may themselves contain electronic components. It 
is the perception of both of these objects f rom a vot er’s viewpoint which i s important to the authors. The  
second re quirement deal s wi th ho w t he el ectronic vot e i s gene rated f rom the paper vote. Sect ion 2 has 
outlined the mechanical and/or usability issues with existing e-voting systems that attempt to provide an audit 
trail. The Dual Vote system presented in this p aper address these issues . This lead s to the second and th ird 
design requirement: 

 
R2: The transformation of votes between physical and electronic media should minimize the dependency 

on mechanical components. 
 

The final requirement is concerned with the process/protocol that a voter must follow in order to record 
their vote.  A major criticism of many e-voting systems is that they complicate the voting process [15, 16]. 
The authors require that the new voting process must be as close as possible to the traditional (non electronic) 
approach, which will result in the system being more user friendly.  

 
R3: The voting process will mirror the traditional method of voting.  

3.1 A Dual Vote System Using Optical Technologies  

The proof of concept phase of the development of the ‘Dual Vote’ system adopted a simple optical interface 
using a camera placed underneath a writing surface. The code determined the paper orientation and ink marks 
made by the voter. To test the concept a standard ink pen and a light gra de of paper were used. The camera 
read a m irror image of th e ink  marks thro ugh th e underside of t he ballot p aper. Th e prox imity o f the in k 
marks t o printed m arkers o n t he underside o f t he bal lot paper were determined. Through t his process t he 
system could identify how the vote was cast. 

The proof of concept successfully demonstrated that an electronic vote could be determined from a paper 
vote without the voter having to perform any additional tasks e.g. manually feeding the b allot paper into an 
optical scanner. Anonymity is a major requirement for any e-Voting system. The presence of a camera in the 
e-Voting interface may lead to a  conclusion that voter privacy may be c ompromised during voting e ven if 
optical design and s oftware techniques were used t o prevent identification of the voter. The effect of suc h 
voter perceptions on camera-based e-Voting user interfaces are outside the scope of this paper.  

3.2  Inductive Interface 

This Dual Vote system contains a nov el I nductive Senso r Array Read er (ISAR) wh ose pur pose is t o 
determine paper orientation and prefe rence box coor dinates when a ballot pa per is pl aced on the voting 
surface. The key usability requirements (R1, R2 and R3) are independent of any specific hardware. 

The ISAR is a term  defined by the a uthors as a n interface c onsisting of an array of inductors. The  
implemented ISAR  com prises of an ar ray of 4 2 X 32 i nductors a nd i s t he si ze of a t ypical vot er wri ting 
surface (378mm X 288mm).  The ISAR works on the principle that metallic materials of a certain m agnetic 
property will cause a change in the inductance of an inductor in the array when brought close to that inductor.  
The ballot paper in the Dual Vote system has metallic marker strips attached.  When it is place on the writing 
surface, these metallic marker strips cause the change in the inductance of certain inductors in the array.  This 
inductance change is ca ptured by a m easurement system and passed to the system software e ffectively as a 
bitmap image.  Standard m achine vision algorithms are t hen used to  calcu late th e b allot p aper lo cation in  
relation to the known position of the metallic strips.  
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3.3 Main Components of the User Interface 

Unlike the optical solution, the ISAR may not be used to record the voter’s intentions using a st andard ink 
pen. T his l ed to t he se paration of t he UI design process in to distinct d ivisions: (i ) Id entification of the 
orientation of the pa per form on the writing s urface (Lo cator) a nd (ii) Determ ining the voter’s inte ntions 
(Interpreter). The key components of the UI are illustrated in Figure 1 and include: 
 
D1 The ISAR which will identify paper form orientation. (Locator) 
D2 The Digitizer and a hybrid ink/electronic pen which will interpret the voters intentions. (Interpreter) 
D3 The interpreter and locator will communicate via the software layer. 
D4 The interpreter and locator (Digitizer) are of equal size. 
 

A key d ecision was tak en at th e in itial stag e of t his UI d evelopment. Th e digitizer and  h ybrid pen 
development wo uld be  o utsourced t o a third party wi th ex perience i n digital pe n a nd g raphics pa d 
technology. Both the locator and interpreter of the UI component would communicate at the software level 
allowing for independent hardware development. In order to merge digital ink with actual pen ink, the digital 
pen would need to be a digital / in k hybrid. A th ird party developer was given responsibility for delivering 
this component of the UI. 

 

 

Figure 1. Frequency of Errors Responsible for Misclassification of Votes 

3.4 Ballot Paper Design 

The design requirements for the ISAR are th e same as th at of the optical UI. Co mmonalities were in itially 
identified between t he two  tech nologies with reg ard to b allot p aper design in  th at markers needed to  be 
placed on the back of the ballot paper to identify its orientation and location. The ballot paper design for the 
ISAR consisted of metallic strips placed on the back of the ballot paper as shown in Figure 2.   
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Figure 2. Resulting Image generated by the ISAR versus original image of the underside of the ballot paper. The red dots 
indicate the metal strips as shown on the right hand side of the image. Note also the blue dot representing a coordinate 

from the interpreter 

Extensive t esting was  performed on various t ypes of metal t o gauge which performed best with ISAR 
Magnetic shielding foils produced the greatest response from the inductors in  the ISAR. Th e metal chosen 
was a high permeability, h igh performance n anocrystalline m agnetic sh ielding allo y san dwiched between 
layers of cl ear PET. It  is very light weight and flexible. This material was sel ected based on the responses 
observed when a strip of the metal was placed withi n the sensing ra nge of the i nductive sensor. Figure 3 
shows th e output response fo r an y one of th e indu ctors in  th e ISA R. Th e gr aph shows th e ind uctance 
deviation versus the distance between the metallic strip and the inductor. From this analysis and testing it was 
possible to determine the deviation threshold level and sensing range of the inductor. The selection criterion 
was simply based on which metal produced the largest response at  the desired distance from an i ndividual 
sensor in the ISAR. 

 

 

Figure 3. Inductance deviation versus the distance between the metallic strip and the inductor. 

Two separate metallic st rips were placed on the back of the bal lot paper. One was pl aced horizontally 
along the top of the ballot paper and the o ther vertically along the middle side. Based on the sensors that 
responded when the ballot paper was placed on t he surface of t he ISAR the software calculated the sensor 
groups corresponding to each metallic strip. A point of intersection and a slope value was calculated using a 
least mean squared algorithm. Based on this information the software calculated the orientation and position 
of t he ballot paper on the ISAR surface. Fi gure 2.0 shows the resulting bitmap produced by the software 
based on values received from the ISAR. 

4. EVALUATION OF THE DUAL VOTE SYSTEM 

A field study was setup in the Limerick Institute of Technology in order to evaluate the usability of the ISAR. 
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the Dual Vote system under two metrics: Subjective Usability and 
Effectiveness. We also briefly report on Efficiency, giving the mean time taken to vote using the interface. 
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4.1 Method and Procedure 

Participants 
The field study consisted of 332 participants who voted using the Dual Vote system. 100 people completed 
the SUS and demographic survey after they had voted. Regarding gender; 72.2% of respondents were male, 
27.8% were female. The a ge demographic was: 26.8% of respondents were aged 15-24, 50.5% were 25-44, 
17.5% were 45-64 and 5.2% were 65+. The education demographic was; 18.6% had completed second level, 
56.7% had a d egree, 18.6% had a m asters degree and 6.2% had a P hD. Additionally the participants were 
asked to rate their computer experience on a Likert scale of 1 to 10, a higher value reflected more experience. 
The average self assessed rating was 6.7. 

Ballot Design 
The ballot paper was a single A5 sheet with two metallic strips affixed to the underside. An RFID tag was 

also affix ed to  th e underside. Th e RFID tag con tained a co de wh ich co uld be related  to  th e resulting 
electronic vote during the analysis. The RFID tag contained no information on who the voter had voted for. A 
choice from th ree candidates  could be selected and the voter was instruct ed to place a n “X” i n one of the  
preference boxes. 

Procedure 
The voter had to present a student identity card to be issued with a ballot paper. The voter was instructed 

to place t he ballot paper on the writing surface without folding it. (The ISAR could not locate folde d ballot 
papers). T he v oter t hen pl aced t he bal lot p aper i nto t he a djacent bal lot box a nd was a sked t o com plete a 
survey regarding the usability of the system 

Electronic Data Collection 
When the voter placed his ba llot paper on the writi ng surface (ISAR), a bitm ap of the ballot paper was 

generated based on the position of the metallic strips. In addition all pen strokes made by the hybrid pen and 
digitizer (Interpreter) were overlaid on t his image. (Pe n c oordinates are  measured i n pixels a nd t he ISAR  
coordinates a re m easured i n m m). A t ranslation f rom p ixel t o m m coo rdinates m apped t he c oordinates 
provided by  t he pe n t o t he ISAR  c oordinates. T herefore f or eac h voting sessi on, a ll pen st rokes, pape r 
orientation and period for which the ballot paper resided on the writing surface were recorded. 

4.2 Evaluation Criteria 

4.2.1 Subjective Usability  
The SUS survey produced a mean result for the Dual Vote system of 86.1 which indicates that the usability 
of the system is very high for e- Voting Systems. This result com pares favorably with recent studies in [8,  
16]. T he Dual Vote system  achieves t he s ame SUS score as a Direct Record Electronic (DRE) voting 
machine. The Dual Vote sy stem scored m arginally higher t han t he optical Bubble Ballot but  si gnificantly 
greater tha n the m echanical lever, punc h card a nd th e experimental Pret a Vo ter ballot in terface. Th is 
supports the authors assertion that the Dual Vote system achieved the usability requirement.  

Table 1. Shows the score of our system compared to other e-Voting machines tested by Everett and Winckler 

Method A verage SUS SD 
ISAR 86 .1 11.4 
DRE 86 .1 16.6 
Bubble Ballot 81.3 22.2 
Lever Machine 71.5 14.8 
Punch Card 69.0 22.0 
Pret a Voter 68.5 17.8 

 
The SU S que stionnaire ga ve user pe rspectives on particular as pects of t he syste m: com plexity, 

confidence, ease of use and the willingness of the voter to use the system frequently. Respondents rated their 
responses on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is a strong disagreement and 5 is a stron g agreement. Respondents 
asked about the systems ease of use returned a mean score of 4.61 indicating that respondents strongly agreed 
that the system was easy to use. Respondents returned an overall confidence mean of 4.31, agreeing that they 
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had confidence using the system. Respondents agreed that they were willing to use the system frequently for 
e-Voting with a mean score of 4.06. With regards to complexity, the mean score was 1.21 indicating that the 
respondents strongly disagreed that the system was complex to use.  

In addition respondents commented in the SUS questionnaire on voter confirmation and accommodation 
for l eft-handed pe ople. T he c able c oming f rom t he hybrid pen was s hort an d fai led t o acc ommodate l eft 
handed vo ters. A s no  con firmation G UI w as in cluded; v oters had no  w ay of  kn owing ho w th e syste m 
interpreted their v ote. Th e i nclusion of th e GUI m ay alter th e SUS sco re and  th e auth ors b elieve, merits 
further study.  

0
0,5

1
1,5

2
2,5

3
3,5

4
4,5

5

Ease of Use Confidence Frequent Use Complexity

 
Figure 4. User Perspectives on Dual Vote 

4.2.2 Effectiveness 
This is ex pressed as th e relatio nship b etween th e vo ter’s intention an d t he resu lt p roduced by th e syste m 
based on that intention. In some usability studies [7] the voter intentions were made known to the researcher 
beforehand. In this study, the voter intention was not known to preserve the secrecy of th e ballot. However 
access to the ballot papers was available after the election result was announced. Therefore it was possible to 
compare the ballot paper to the electronic image by scanning an RFID tag attached to the ballot paper.  

A detailed analysis between each physical ballot paper and its corresponding electronic data revealed that 
out of the 332 votes cast, the Dual Vote system misclassified 38 votes. Therefore, the total error rate of the 
system for the student election trial was 11.4%. By comparison, a field study by Herrnson and colleagues that 
tested different types of voting machine, reported error rates of 2-3% where the voter had to select only one 
candidate [13]. 

For each vote studied the following four error categories where identified: 
 No coordinates collected for the voting session. The pen did not provide any coordinates to the Dual 

Vote system for the duration of a voter session. 
 Unresponsive sensors. The ballot paper positioning algorithm operates based on sensors reacting to 

the presence of metallic strips on the back of the ballot paper. If sufficient sensors do not react to the 
metallic strip then the positioning algorithm cannot determine the position of the paper.  

 False sensor responses. During testing it was observed that ce rtain sensors m ay activate and 
continue to activate without the direct presence of the metallic strips. Depending on the position of 
such sensors they can interfere with and inhibit the positioning algorithm.  

 Lack of rules for spoilt votes. The software maintains a set of rules for identifying spoilt votes. It 
was observed that the rules did not correctly classify a spoilt vote for one situation. 
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Figure 5. Frequency of Errors Responsible for Misclassification of Votes 

The pe rcentage brea kdown of t he e rror cat egories base d o n f requency i s depi cted in Fi gure 5. The 
majority of errors were due to a lack of coordinates (68.4%). The main cause was found to be a fault with the 
hybrid el ectronic pe n w hose devel opment was o ngoing a t t he t ime of t he t rial el ection. T he t rial el ection 
uncovered an intermittent problem wi th a c omponent i n t he pen which meant t hat while some vot ers cast  
their p reference as req uired, the pen did not send t he co rresponding coordinates to the Dual  Vote system, 
making it impossible to determine the voter’s preferences. If the pen component related errors are excluded, 
the overall error rate of the Dual Vote system drops to 3.9%. It is worthwhile comparing the results of the 
manual vote with those of the Dual Vote system once the errors caused by the pen component are excluded 
(see Figure 6). As a result the Dual Vote results are now much more reflective of the actual manual count of 
the election.  The 3.9% fi gure also c ompares m ore favourably with  th e erro r rate for sin gle cand idate 
selection in the Herrnson field study of 2006 [13]. 

Sensor-related i ssues ( unresponsive o r f alse excess s ensors) we re responsible f or a t otal o f 11 
misclassifications which wi ll be add ressed t hrough a c ombination of har dware and soft ware refi nements.  
These sensor related errors a rose where ballot papers did not lie flat on the writing surface due to folds or 
creases in the ballot paper.  The folds or creases caused portions of the metallic strips to lie outside the range 
of the ISAR. 

 

  
Figure 6. Comparison of error rates between Manual Count and ISAR (excluding pen errors) 

A single vote was in correctly classified for o ne candidate when it sho uld have been marked as a sp oilt 
vote. The voter m arked a si ngle dot within t he preference bo x f or t his candi date. T he D ual V ote system 
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interpreted this as a valid vote as coordinates were received. While the software currently abides by a limited 
set of rules to identify the spoilt votes, this result highlights the need for a comprehensive set of rules, to deal 
with spoilt votes. To assist with  this task, interviews are currently being arranged with election officials to  
produce an extensive set of software rules to identify spoilt votes.  

Certain aspect s of voter be haviour were al so st udied i n order t o i dentify t he v oter’s adherence t o t he 
voting instructions. The ballot paper instructed the voter to place “one X in one of the boxes”. The number of 
voters who complied with this instruction were as follows: 76% followed the instructions by placing an X in 
a single box, 22% placed a tick in a  single box and the final 2% placed some other m ark or in one case no 
mark at all on the ballot paper.  

4.2.3 Efficiency 
An indicator of the time taken to complete the voting session was measured. Efficiency is taken as a measure 
of whether the voter could cast their vote on the system without unreasonable effort and within a short time. 
In this context the amount of time that the ballot paper remained on the voting surface was analyzed for each 
voter. This in formation is useful because it  prov ides an indication o f the ease o f u sability o f th e sy stem. 
Towards that end the start time and end time of each voter session was recorded. The start time began when 
the voter was handed the ballot paper a nd the end time when t he ballot paper was pl aced in the ballot box.  
The average voting time was found to be 75.7 seconds.  

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

This pa per ha s prese nted the ‘Dual Vote’ syste m wh ich inc orporates a novel use r interface. This UI 
simultaneously records a voter's preference in paper and electronic form. Based on a c omprehensive review 
of modern e-voting systems it has been shown how th e Dual Vote system addresses the issues of usability 
and verifiability, which are largely seen as deficiencies in many modern e-voting systems. 

The Dual Vote system was used to facilitate a student union election. A total of 100 out of the 332 voters 
who voted were surveyed in order to find a SUS score for the Dual Vote  system. When compared with the 
SUS scores of other e-voting systems the Dual Vote system achieved a usability ranking that equalled that of 
the previously h ighest ranking system. This is an  encouraging result as su bjective usability is a sig nificant 
barrier to acceptability of e-Voting systems.  

The overall error rate of the Dual Vote System was found to be 11.4%. This was larg ely attributed to a 
faulty p rototype el ectronic pen. When th e misclassifications attribu ted to the pen were excluded, the error 
rate dropped to 3.9%. These issues are already in the process of being addressed it is expected the system will 
achieve a si gnificantly reduced error rate  in subsequent elections. It is expected that the next refinement of 
the system will achieve an accuracy rate of 99% or greater.  

In t he fu ture th e obj ective is to  ex tend th e in teraction analysis to  in clude o ther users o f the e-v oting 
system such as syste m administrators. It  planned to supplement the current system with a GUI scree n that 
would provide voting related information or interaction options to the user. 
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